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SA CHAPTER - OUR UPDATED 2018 PROGRAM!
21 MARCH 2018 - CONCORDIA NAUTILUS CENTRE
A tour of Concordia’s new Nautilus Centre, designed to provide an
immersive STEAM-based learning environment. Wonder, enquiry,
discovery and innovation are reflected in new learning opportunities and
the fabric of the building itself.
The new facility demonstrates mathematical, scientific and artistic
principles such as the Fibonacci series, the earth’s rotation displayed by a
Foucault pendulum in the main stairwell, and various sculptural exhibits.

11 APRIL 2018 - MORIALTA NATURE PLAYGROUND
Five different play and exploration pods carved into the beautiful natural
environment. Designed to provide physical challenge, foster creative,
constructive play and imagination. Hear designers discuss how ideas
were developed; what works best and what doesn’t.
Photo courtesy of DEWNR

27-30 MAY 2018 - LEA’S ANNUAL CONFERENCE, SYDNEY REFLECTION, RELEVANCE AND REVOLUTION
Are we ready for tomorrow? Revolutionaries can see a future others can’t
even imagine. What is working to improve learning and why?
Keynote speakers include Richard Gill, Lucy Clark and Pasi Sahlberg.

MAY 2018 – S.O.L.E. FORUM
“If my car could travel at the speed of light, would the headlights work?”
Throw a big question into a small group and see what collaborative
learning emerges! Educators expose their workings of Sugata Mitra’s
Self Oriented Learning Environment.

JUNE 2018 - ST JOHN’S GRAMMAR SENIOR SCHOOL,
JOHN BRAY CENTRE FOR PERFORMING ARTS
The John Bray Centre for Performing Arts at St John’s Grammar Senior
School is a purpose built facility that enables students to develop
confidence and skills in all aspects of theatre, music and drama. The two
storey building includes an auditorium, bio box, green rooms, recording
studio, and music practice rooms. A new music courtyard provides the
opportunity for outdoor learning, concerts and schools events.
This new development offers a vibrant place to learn with an emphasis on
encouraging imagination and creativity.
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30 JULY - LEARNING EACH OTHER'S LANGUAGES:
ARCHITECTS, EDUCATORS AND CHILDREN
How do educators, architects and children communicate when designing
spaces for learning? Can educators write a brief which goes beyond a
mundane shopping list of spaces and functions? Can architects
adequately communicate their designs back to their clients? And can
both listen and learn from the hundred languages of the children who will
occupy those spaces?

7 SEPTEMBER 2018 - SA DAY OUT OF THE BOX:
GRASPING THE PACE OF CHANGE
A full day event, 8:30am-3:30pm, bringing together an exceptional
group of future thinkers Ms Anna Hodge, Manager Traiing and
Education, Rising Sun Pictures, Prof Martin Westwell, Chief Executive
of SACE, Assoc Prof Wesley Imms on Spatial Pedagogies, Graham
Clark Principal CBHS with M.C. Matthew Wright-Simon, Principal
Ecocreative. Where is pedagogy heading, what lays in store for our
students of today and how do we prepare them for it?

31 OCTOBER 2018 – SWALLOWCLIFFE, DAVOREN PARK
Under construction, the works at Swallowcliffe P-7 includes SA’s first
purpose-built, stand-alone STEM facility for Primary Years. Incorporating
highly flexible studios, the concept is based on hands-on learning,
creation and crafting likened to the act of folding paper.

16 NOVEMBER 2018 – L.E.A. BIG DAY OUT, MELBOURNE
The Regional Big Day Out will be held in Melbourne. an exciting range
of speakers and site visits to take in. More details to follow on the L.E.A.
website soon.

29 NOVEMBER 2018 - MUSEUM OF DISCOVERY, ADELAIDE
UniSA’s MOD will be Australia’s leading future-focused museum,
provoking new ideas at the intersection of science, art and innovation.
MOD aims to inspire adults aged 15+ about science and technology
with dynamic, changing exhibition programs.
For visitors it will be a science experience like no other, a tourist icon
bringing together the general public, researchers, students and industry
to interact, learn and be inspired.

AND IN 2019 ...
CHRISTIES BEACH INCLUSIVE EDUCATION CENTRE
The purpose built Inclusive Education Centre consists of separate
wings and provides the flexibility required to service students with
different levels of disability, a wide range of special requirements and
different year levels and developmental stages. A connection to the
existing building alignment and materiality was desired and has
created a sencse of inclusiveness with the site and ensures that the
new facilities are integrated with the site as a whole.
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